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About This Game

99 Waves to Die is a twin stick arcade shooter, inspired by the arcade games, and 8-bit home consoles & computers of the
1980's.

Remember when video games used to be insanely difficult?

When you used to spend $’s in the local arcade trying to get the high score?

When having your three letter initials/acronym at the top of the table meant you were the king?

Well we do, and that is why we have created 99 Waves to Die.

A ship, 3 lives, limited smart-bombs and scarce power-ups is all you have to try and survive the waves of enemies that rally
against you.

With voxel based graphics, inspired by 80′s video game classics & excellent 8-bit audio fx, 99 Waves to Die will take you back
to those seedy, dark, smoke filled arcades of your childhood. Re-live the 80′s heyday of the arcade, but without the quarters.

Can you survive to see Wave 99?
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For the money (bought it half price) I must say; it makes a night flight more realistic and interesting. Poor game with horrible
physics. Tried it for 5 minutes and asking for a refund. Cloudlands is far superior.. Interesting game with deep details. Funny
and amusing dialogues with NPC's. Beautiful remake of an old game, but takes a lot of time and knowledge to get around every
part of it.
Overall 6/10.. a staight rip off of the dude simulator games (I'm suprised nobody noticed the exact copys of models.). Well
worth soldiering on through the initial darkness. Whilst it doesn't really get much brighter, the beautiful story line shines
through. An interesting experience overall, despite some exceptions thrown by the RenPy engine that I was able to ignore.. Is
simple, its retro, its panda in space! :D
I love a character design <3

The price is good, so go ahead and buy it!. Quality game.
+Buy Leather's video games.
SQUADALA out of 10.. Essentially breakout with physics and boss battles. Very fun game.

The soundtrack is freaking perfect.. I enjoyed every minute of Donut County. The problem is, there were only 85 of them. For
the price, I expected a game 3 times this length at least. What I thought was the end of the first act turned out to be the end of
the whole game.

For a game "5 years in the making", I expected more.

Picvk this game up for £2.99 but no more.
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THE BEST GAME EVER. I'm only giving this a positive review because I think the current negtive ones aren't fair.

The game is a small indie project and isn't an asset flip, there is a decent amount of work that went into this - including a
handful of levels.

The horror and atmosphere aspects of the game are decent for its pricetag. Exploring was fun\/interesting for the most part, I
recommend drawing your own map as you go.

The jump scares are reasonable, the creepiness level is fairly well maintained.

The puzzles were atrociously bad. A couple were done right but the rest were frustrating and just bad....like "BAD" bad to the
point where they rip the enjoymentright out of you.

. Welll What can I say Ik what was gonna Happen I mean title says it all lol 2 Girls are Madly in Love And wanna go further
And by Doing that they will stop at Nothing From Having Good time. Thats it haha Loved the Short simple VN And its yuri I
mean who doesnt love Girl on Girl Action right ^^ And as Always I Def recc this to Anyone who Is Fan Of Yuri Based VN
Games.. "Thumb halfway". There's nothing wrong with the game, it's a great nostalgia platformer\/dual stick shooter. I've seen
better graphics, the gameplay is good and the control tight. Still, if you didn't play with a snes or sega genesis I don't think you'll
like this game.
PRO

 Good oldschool gameplay.

 Tight, responsive control.

 Somewhat challenging but not unforgiving.
CONS

 Graphics are nice and old school, but I've seen better graphics in other 16bit nostalgia games.

 Instead of intermissions you get text walls, white text on blue background reminiscent of windows "blue screen
of death".

 Not a very involving story (lack of proper intermissions don't help).

 I get the feeling that ASTRO PORT just spams nostalgia anime mecha shooters, with out being careful in
polishing those titles.

 Two (that's right, 2) different screen resolutions, 640x480 and 1024x768, and that's it.

 Mecha design is good, but not impressive. The comeback of the Saladin (GIGANTIC ARMY mecha) as a bad
guy is a nice touch, but if you are a fan of Gundam or Gunbuster or Evangelion you'll be left wanting more.

 I'm running the game in Ubuntu with XFCE, and I had no issues with going fullscreen (in spite of crappy
resolution), but windows players report issues with fullscreen and desktop configuration.
Bottom line: if you like anime mechas and nes\/snes\/sega genesis games, you'll prob. enjoy this. If you are less
that 30, you can probably find some other game you'll like better for the same price.. If Alien: Isolation were are
movie, Phantaruk would be the overseas mockbuster.

Most annoying aspect of the game is long periods of uneventful walking simulation peppered with rare occasions
where nearly inescapable enemies send you backward to checkpoints. It's easy to miss an antidote or code,
meaning more frustration in replay than enjoyment.
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Got to the Facehugger Nests and didn't bother completing.. As a proud fighting game fan, I can say this game is
really fun to play. This, like all the other Touhou fighting games, is built around unique never-before-seen game
mechanics.

This game combines a fighting game with a danmaku, and is built around a new tag system called the Perfect
Possession mechanic, which is especially unique for a tag team fighter, and if mastered, can change the tide of
battle entirely!

You can use Perfect Possession to break block strings, extend combos, save yourself using the recoverable health
(which is also your slave’s health if it’s out), etc. which is why this mechanic adds so much depth to this game.

In conclusion, AoCF is a really fun fighting game to play with simple controls, unique game mechanics, and a
colorful roster. Oh, and for those new to this game, check out the Discord to chat, part in online tournaments, or
just play with others for fun!. The game is really a very complex platformer. I liked randomly generated
platforms. It was very difficult to pass the level. A lot of achievements in the game - this is a plus.
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